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EW technology and techniques together with 
big-data analytics and cyber SIGINT will be 
essential to traditional intelligence if we are to 
successfully contain that rise of terrorism in 
the world today.   



The changing nature of urban terrorism

1. The US Department of Homeland Security identified that terrorism has 
transitioned from being terrorist group directed to terrorist inspired - ie 9/11 
was terrorist directed (planned by al-Qaeda centrally); the Paris atrocity was 
terrorist inspired (planned locally)

2. Terrorism is no longer state or regime sponsored; IS does not have a state to 
protect – this makes a government response to threats impossible

3. Terrorism is transitional and networks spread throughout the globe. Terrorist 
groups may exist and operate as a ‘franchise’; only very loosely connected or 
associated with the ‘mother ship’

4. Victims and targets of the new terrorism are random and often selected to 
cause maximum chaos in the name of group

5. Local groups/individuals are initially below the intelligence radar, state borders 
are much more porous and weapons can be easily obtained

6. The latest weapons are road vehicles recently high-jacked or hired and easily 
obtained weapons



The changing nature of urban terrorism 

Jan. 8, 2015 Paris – 17 people shot at newspaper Charlie Hebdo & other locations in Paris area.

Feb. 15, 2015 Copenhagen - A terrorist shot two and wounded five police officers.

April 19, 2015 Villejuif, France – Terrorist killed a woman in her car;  planning attack on a church.

Nov. 13, 2015 Paris - A series of bombing and shooting attacks throughout Paris killed 130 people.

March 22, 2016 Brussels - 2 bombs set off at main airport and a third in a subway station.

June 13, 2016 Magnanville, France - Police captain & companion fatally stabbed and his companion.

July 14, 2016 Nice, France - Terrorist driving a truck on Bastille Day killed 85.

July 26, 2016 St.-Étienne-du-Rouvray, France - 2 men with knives entered a church and killed a priest.

Dec. 19, 2016 Berlin - A driver plowed a truck through a Christmas market killing 12.

March 22, 2017 London – Terrorist mowed down pedestrians on Westminster Bridge and killed 5.

April 7, 2017 Stockholm – Terrorist  in a truck steered into a crowd on a shopping street killing 5.

April 20, 2017 Paris – Gunman killed a police officer on the Champs-Élysées.

May 22, 2017 Manchester, England - An explosion at a concert arena killed 22 & injured over 100.

June 3, 2017 London - Three attackers drove a van into pedestrians on London Bridge and stabbed 

people; 7 killed and over 50 injured.



Focus of the presentation

Looking back The present Looking forward
Incident has happened 
and the focus is to 
find the perpetrators 
and all accomplices 
and associates to 
neutralise the terror 
network

An incident is imminent 
with good intelligence to 
indicate approximate 
location or locations but 
with no identities; or in 
progress thus preventing

To gather intelligence on 
planned terrorist 
activities and to identify 
individuals or terror 
groups

…..but first a review of targets and technology!

Known Knowns Known Unknowns Unknown Unknowns



Targets in cities and the urban surround

It would be dangerous to assume that the ‘new’ terrorists will continue to 
‘dumb down’ their attack approach. It would be safe to assume that they 
will use technology more to attack better protected targets:

 Shopping Malls with security controls

 Sporting events or concerts

 City/town markets with better road access security

 Railway stations, railway infrastructure, and railway trains

 Airport terminals, airport navigation, & aircraft on the ground &

airborne

 Water/gas/electricity- plants and distribution

 Banking, commerce and government

 Internet of things (IoT)



Technologies available to the terrorist

Readily available technologies to the ‘new’ terrorist (including criminal organisations)

 Cell phones (including smart phones) either contract or ‘pay–as-you-go’ (PAYG)

 Explosives made from public available ingredients

 Electronic detonators – components readily available

 Micro-drones for surveillance

 Micro-drones for jamming 

 Drones for carrying explosives or contaminants

 Search engines for internet information; the most extensive source of intelligence

 WhatsApp messaging – high grade encryption

 The Onion Router (TOR) for access to the criminal and terrorist world

 Small arms including assault weapons – see the Silk Road on TOR

 Satellite and v/uhf communications with high-grade encryption

 Wi-Fi including public hot-spots



Electromagnetic spectrum surveillance/action
Modern EW (ELINT and COMINT) systems developed for asymmetric warfare can 
be adapted or further developed for used in the urban environment; including:

 Monitoring of cell phone meta data

 Jamming of cell phone – to stop communication or remote triggering devices

 Monitoring illegal drone usage – either radar or ELINT

 Facial recognition from high-grade static surveillance cameras

 Facial recognition from drones – use within crowds

 Infra-red body sensors either drone based or in dedicated sterile areas

 Perimeter fence guards – radar, infra-red, sonic

 Infra-red scan at important entry points.

Some may believe that this defence investment would be too high – the London 

bombing atrocities in 7/7/2005 resulting in an economic cost of £2bn. The cost 

to the terrorists was £300. They donated their lives free to their cause!



Electromagnetic spectrum – metadata

Metadata (communications data) can now yield startling insights about individuals 
and groups, particularly when collected in large quantities across the population. 

It is no longer safe to assume that this “summary” or “non-content” information is 
less revealing or less sensitive than the content it describes. Just by using new 
technologies such as smart phones and social media, we leave rich and revealing 
trails of metadata as we move through daily life. Many details of our lives can be 
gleaned by examining those trails. 

Taken together, a group’s metadata can reveal intricacies of social, political, and 
religious associations 

Given limited analytical resources, analysing metadata is often a far more powerful 
analytical strategy than investigating content: it can yield far more insight with the 
same amount of effort.

Prof E.W Felten – Princeton University



Electromagnetic spectrum – example GSM  signal 
metadata
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Electromagnetic spectrum – example GSM network metadata
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Looking back – an incident has happened
Metadata provides links to co-
conspirators & associates 

Target location

Cellphone association



Paris terrorist bomb attacks – November 2015
Using a phone’s unique IMEI number and unique SIM IMSI number a mobile service provider knows 
the approximate location of any mobile phone device at any particular instant, so long as it's 
switched on and in contact with a base station – it needs this information, in order to connect 
callers almost instantaneously. In the countryside a cell area may be as wide as 30km, but in towns 
and cities this will shrink to less than 1km, and in densely populated areas such as Paris the radius 
may be as little as 100m or less. Once identified (contract or PAYG) a people association network 
can be built. The IMEI and IMSI numbers from the Paris incident, together with associated metadata 
led to a list of suspects and their associates being identified.

A  further 124 were arrested 
and over 50 charged with 
terror offences. Some went on 
to bomb Maalbeek metro 
station in central Brussels in 
March 2016.

Unfortunately this was a ‘looking back’ analysis. France and Belgium did have the terrorist 
intelligence but not the means to process the the information!



Looking to the present – known threats but unknown targets

Latest figures in the UK show the 4,000 potential terrorists monitored since 

2015 and has grown after the return of UK-born people who left to fight with 

ISIS.

About 400 ISIS-trained fighters are believed to have returned from war zones in 

Syria and Iraq.  Despite being on red alert for more attacks on home soil, new 

statistics show the number of arrests, stop and searches, and examinations of 

suspected terrorists at ports and airports dropped in 2017 on the levels seen 

in 2016 and 2015.

MI5 has over 2200 individuals on a terror watch list but only 50 suspects can 

be monitored on a 24 hour basis 

Figures from France, Germany and the Netherlands are similar and in proportion

Electronic warfare technology needs to boost SIGINT and HUMINT if 

we are to make progress



Electromagnetic spectrum – to identify suspects

Surveillance drones will be able to move through crowds to spot suspects or 
abnormal behaviour

Real-time signal processing is 
possible



Electromagnetic spectrum – neutralising terrorist drones
Since terrorists or criminal organisations can employ drones for illegal purposes 
then the airspace they use should be controlled

ELINT technology can analyse signals 
from the drone to ascertain from where 
it is being controlled. Additionally, 
employing radar technology, infrared 
cameras and direction finders can 
identify the drone and assess its threat 
potential at ranges between 5 and 10 
Kilometers.
Using threat libraries and real-time 
analysis of control signals, jamming 
technology can then interrupts the link 
between drone and its pilot and/or its 
navigation. To neutralise the drone. 



Cyber Intelligence - surveillance in cyber space
With the cooperation of Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and Technology Companies 
(eg Google, Apple, WhatsApp) is is possible to harvest considerable intelligence on 
individuals internet and social activity without interfering with personal privacy. In 
addition to communications metadata, cyber activity generates an equal rich source 
of intelligence through its own generated metadata, examples being:

 what was searched for through a search engine?

 what was purchased from Amazon, eBay etc?

 is eBay being used a communications cutout?

 is eBay being used for money laundering or funds transfer?

 are connections being made to TOR and how frequent?

 are emails being sent to and received from PAYG cell phones?

 how long has the account been in operation?

 is communication to the internet always through a hot-spot or hotels?

 Social media activity – Facebook, LinkedIn, etc

The intelligence services can profile individuals on this OSINT data!



Cyber intelligence – active penetration
When suspects have been identifies and legal authority has been granted then 
access to cell phone and computers is possible. A covert example: 

A laptop can be positioned anywhere 
with an ‘innocent’ user. As soon as the 
target cellphone comes within range 
then all the phone’s data can be read 
and malware inserted.

Cyber penetration can be directed to 
laptops.

A warning – these devices can be installed in printers, toilets, clubs etc. Malware can 
then work on recording your passwords and other confidential information.



The ‘Present’ – converting ‘known unknowns’ into ‘known knowns’

Suspects

Targets

Dates

A level of systems integration that has yet to be achieved



Looking forward – unknown unknowns into known unknowns 



Big data analytics for intelligence

Big Data first made mainstream headlines in 2011. When traditional intelligence had failed 
to trace Osama bin Laden, it was Big Data analysis that pulled disparate spatio-temporal 
data in real-time to pinpoint his location. This information was used in conjunction with 
satellite imagery and ‘next generation’ drone data to support intelligence operations.

Meta-data combined with HUMINT provided the bulk of the intelligence input 



Collation of Intelligence in an urban setting – systems perspective



Thank you


